Humans usually point at objects to communicate with other persons, although they generally avoid pointing at the other's body. Moreover, patients with heterotopagnosia after left parietal damage cannot point at another person's body parts, although they can point at objects and at their own body parts and although they can grasp the others' body parts. Strikingly, their performance gradually improves for figurative human body targets. Altogether, this suggests that the body of another real person holds a specific status in communicative pointing. Here, we test in healthy individuals whether performance for communicative pointing is influenced by the communicative capacity of the target. In Experiment 1, pointing at another real person's body parts was compared to pointing at objects, and in Experiment 2, the person was replaced by a manikin. While reaction times for pointing at objects were shorter compared to pointing at other person's body parts, they were similar for objects and manikin body parts. By adapting Experiment 1 to PET-scan imaging (Experiment 3), we showed that, compared to pointing at objects, the brain network for pointing at other person's body parts involves the left posterior intraparietal sulcus, lesion of which could cause heterotopagnosia. Taken together, our results indicate that the specificity of pointing at another person's body goes beyond the visuo-spatial features of the human body and might rather rely on its communicative capacity.
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Introduction
Although the gesture of pointing at objects is commonly achieved in daily life, pointing at somebody else is frequently avoided, as demonstrated, for example, by advice for tourists on web sites of social etiquette (e.g., in North America, Europe, Japan, Vietnam, Thailand, Malaysia, Africay). Such an attitude could remain anecdotal if pointing was not one of the most specific and fundamental skills in human social cognition (Kita, 2002) . Indeed, pointing allows humans to communicate with another subject about an object or an event starting from the end of the first year of life (Tomasello, Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005) . The absence or the delay in the acquisition of pointing in children precedes developmental deficits of social interaction, such as autism (Baron-Cohen, 1989 , 1995 Charman, 2003) .
In adults, lesions of the left posterior parietal cortex can induce a syndrome called heterotopagnosia that specifically hampers pointing at other people's body parts whereas pointing at one's own body parts and at objects remains flawless Abbreviations: BA, Brodmann area; cRT, corrected reaction time; dur, duration (of the movement); fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; LpIPS, left posterior intraparietal sulcus; maxvel, maximal velocity; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; PET, positron-emission tomography; rCBF, regional cerebral blood flow; RT, reaction time; SD, standard deviation; 3D, three-dimensional; traj, length of the finger trajectory; ttp, time to peak of maximal velocity; tfp, time from peak of maximum velocity n Corresponding author at. 
